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Reprogramming the Mindset! 

 

 

 

 

 

Evil (Oppression, injustice, corruption ...) is the work of the devil…such acts cannot be perpetrated by any 

individual who has a sense of decency or humanity or justice or faith… King Abdullah, - Saudi Arabia 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

It is not possible to be in favor of justice for some people and not to be 

 in favor for justice for all the people…Martin Luther King J., - USA 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Man becomes great exactly in the degree in which he works for  

the welfare of his fellow-men…Mahatma Gandhi, - India 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE READING OF THIS DOCUMENT IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED FOR ALL PATRIOTS WHO WANT TO LIBERATE AFRICA FROM THE 

NEOCOLONIALISM AND ANARCHY, FACILITATED BY SOME PUPPET AFRICAN LEADERS WHO HAVE DESPOILED THE AFRICAN 

CONTINENT, FOR THE SAKE OF SOME FORMER COLONIALISTS WHO ARE STILL DREAMING TO HOLD AFRICA IN BONDAGE!           

... 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the world appears to be made up of mostly unbelievers, God must have some set of laws 
for all human kind while they are alive. These are called the Law of divine establishment, and 
they are applicable to both believers and unbelievers. This truth is the doctrine of the Law (laws) 
of divine Establishment and involves obedience to and respect for established authorities; the 
willingness to respect the liberty, privacy and property of others; and the willingness to obey 
established law of the Constitution of each nation, which ideally, is based upon 6 of the Ten 
Commandments of the Torah (see next page). 
 
The laws of divine establishment are designed to protect the “Divine Institutions” of the 
societies (MAN, WORK, MARRIAGE, FAMILY, MILITARY, NATION, etc.) which are made up of 
believers and unbelievers alike. These laws are designed also to allow the acknowledgement of 
the divinity concept (God exist!). Adherence for example to the Charter of the United Nations 
(UN), which is an example of the Laws of Divine Establishment, both protects and advances a 
society. Rejecting these laws leads to the destruction of a society. These Laws of Divine 
Establishment (Justice, Freedom, Human rights, etc.) have been allowed by God to be inserted 
in the “Caesar” earthy system in order to protect the Divine Institutions in opposition to the 
“Law of the Jungle” whereby the man could have the legal right to destroy the human kind for 
selfish ambitions.  

 
The Evil (satan) never sleeps and of course, opposes these laws. 
He continues to oppose them in a variety of ways in order to   
bring down free societies. For example, satan is the author of 
Genocides! There are multiple satanic attacks on the laws of 
divine establishment going on every minute of the day (corruption, 
injustice, murders, robberies, rapes, etc.). Satan knows that 
nations which reject the Law of divine establishment are cursed!  
 
One of the best examples of this is North Korea and South 
Korea. One nation (North-Korea.) has completely rejected these 
laws (Anarchy, tyranny, oppression, godless, etc.) and the other 
(South Korea) has embraced these laws (Democracy, Liberty, 
godliness, etc.). We now have at least 50+ years of history which 
allow us to see a great contrast between God’s laws and evil 
influence. These are people from the same stock; their nations 

have roughly the same natural resources (North Korea probably has slightly better natural 
resources). North Korea is one of the dictatorial and poorest nations in the world; South Korea is 
one of the most democratic and vibrant countries in the world with a flourishing economy. Both 
nations started at nearly the same place, and, in 60+ years, they are like night and day when it 
comes to what these nations are like. The key differences between the two Korea are: the Law 
(laws) of divine establishment. Another example is the high contrast of the United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) with its Arab neighbors countries such Syria, Irak and Afghanistan…the only 
cause of the success being the obedience of the laws of divine establishment (Social justice, 
Freedom, Respect of humanity, etc.)!  
 
The societies are dealing with such concepts as marriage, family, work, freedom, socio-
economy, etc. Therefore, all people need to understand these laws so that they discern what is 
good and right, and act consequently for the society in which they live.  

 

 
Satan is the author of 

Genocides  
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THE TEN COMMANDMENTS (TORAH) 
 

The Ten Commandments are a freedom code given to Moses 
which describes what freedom is within a national entity as a 
divine institution. Therefore, the final 6 commandments are 
designed to preserve the divine institutions (MAN/WORK/ 
MARRIAGE/FAMILY/NATION). 
 
These laws also codify the Godly concept which controls all 
the societies of the world.  
 
The first 4 commandments define the legal relationship 
between God and man: 
 
Commandment 1: “You will have no other gods before Me.” 
Obviously, this commandment is for believers only… 
Commandment 2: “You will not make for yourself a carved 

image …You will not bow down to them or serve them...” (Exodus 20:4–6). Again, this is for 
believers only… 
Commandment 3: “Do not use the name of Jehovah your God in a false, evil, vain or 
demeaning way. Jehovah will make sure that anyone who speaks His name in such a way will 
be punished.” (Ex. 20:7). For believers only… 
Commandment 4: “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy... On it you will not do any 
work… (Ex. 20:8–11). Amazingly, all civilizations have a 7-day week, which is based upon 
God’s rest after the creation of the earth in 6 days (even unknowingly).  
 
The final 6 commandments define therefore the relationship between men in a national entity, 
which are the essence of a code which provides freedom, protects private property rights, and 
protects and preserves the divine institutions (man, work, marriage, family and nation). With the 
5th commandment, we begin to get into the laws of divine establishment, which ought to be 
carried over into all nations and civilizations (check Human Rights):   
 
Commandment 5: “Honor your father and your mother ....” (Ex. 20:12). Here, the relationship of 
the family is codified for all time, and the nation which obeys this commandment is blessed. 
Commandment 6: “You will not murder.” (Ex. 20:13). This was one of the first commandments 
given to man after the flood (Gen. 9:6) where man was responsible to punish those who 
murdered with death (…Who shed man’s blood, shall his blood be shed…). Murder is an attack 
upon the society/divine institutions “MAN” and “FAMILY”. 
Commandment 7: “You will not commit adultery.” (Ex. 20:14). Adultery is an attack upon the 
divine institutions “MARIAGE” and “FAMILY”. Marriage is a unique relationship between man 
and woman, designed by God in eternity past, and revealed when He created the woman. 
Commandment 8: “You will not steal.” (Ex. 20:15). This commandment tells us that we have a 
right to own property. Private property is protected by God. 
Commandment 9: “You will not bear false witness against your neighbor.” Going to court can 
deprive a person right; therefore, God expects for us to tell the truth in court. 
Commandment 10: “You will not desire to take your neighbor's house, your neighbor's wife…or 
his female servant… or anything that is your neighbor's.” (Ex. 20:17).  
 
Therefore the Commandments 6–10 represent the establishment law for any orderly society. 
 

 

The Arc of the Covenant: kept the 

tablets of the Law of Moses… 
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II. THE LAW OF DIVINE ESTABLISHMENT (LDE) 

God has a temporal Plan (on planet Earth) for all human kinds, 
believers and unbelievers alike. When this plan is broken down 
into its component parts, it is called the Law of divine 
establishment. These are laws that enable the societies to 
function in the realm of God’s principles (Check for example, the 
1804 Napoleon Code which forbid the marriage between 
brothers and sister).These laws operated throughout human 
history, in all kinds of societies, in many different nations, under 

many different governments. These laws, ordained by God, provide for the survival and freedom 
of the human race throughout human history. The more closely a nation follows these laws, the 
greater the freedom and the greater the happiness of that nation. The more a nation deviates 
from these laws, the worse off that nation becomes. 
 
Citizens should not rebel against established authorities as long as the leaders promote these 
laws. However, it was not right for the Germans to support Hitler (an established Leader) for the 
neocolonialism of the earth. Therefore, one can fully support the Germans who rebelled against 
Hitler and supported the Allies to defeat the Nazism. That is why some cases of African 
revolutions can also be accepted as application of the law of divine establishment (LDE).  
 
A question: Had the population of Irak the right to revolt against the oppression of Saddam 
Hussein? If YES then the “revolutionary movements” is permissible for the restoration of 
discipline…Once the RED LINE is crossed, it is over for a nation; this is another law LDE! 
  
About the Torah, in 1 Samuel 27-30, when David was a refugee for 1 year and 4 months in the 
“Philistine Land” raising an army, it was not for tourism! For it the same army that took back the 
land King Saul had lost against the Philistines. David had (even) previously agreed to support 
the Philistine’s army against Israel! Read 1 Samuel 28:1-2 and 29:8.  
 

The Torah clearly states that David agreed to 
fight against ISRAEL! Why? Because even God 
had abandoned Israel for the disobedience of the 
Law! So, God, can allow revolution to take place, 
inasmuch as it fits to His plan to restore the Law 
of Divine establishment. The ultimate divine 
condition must be: The right socio-cause (socio-
justice, socio-freedom, etc.)! These laws, if 
followed, provide protection for the human race, 
an orderly human existence and more freedom 
for man.  The evil system inspired nations which 

rejected the laws of divine establishment. These include such nations as the racist former 
government of South-Africa under the “Apartheid power”. Such examples are all attacks upon 
the Law of divine establishment, and therefore they are attacks upon the human race itself. This 
is why Apartheid both faced the revolution of ANC which was a Force used by God to restore 
discipline!  
In another hand, the only reason why the rebels of Libya were supported … or the rebels of 
Syria are going to be supported…was (will be) the protection of the Law of divine establishment 
by the international community. 
 

 

The UN laws: a component of the 

 Law of divine establishment  

 

Grand-Father N. MANDELA, a divine tool to 

restore discipline in Africa 
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III. THE DIVINE INSTITUTIONS 

This topic—the 5 divine institutions—is the foundation for the Law of divine establishment. 
A divine institution is that which is created or designed by God in order to preserve and protect 
the human race. Divine institutions are designed by God for the people of all nations and for 
believers and unbelievers alike. Divine institutions provide freedom and stability for the human 
race; provide orderliness and organization for the human race. Therefore, every person of the 
planet “Earth” is affected by and involved with the (5) divine institutions. If divine institutions are 
compromised, contaminated or corrupted, a society or nation may collapse. Although there are 
many additional divine institutions ordained by God, the 5 below are the most fundamental with 
the most widespread application. 
 
The First Divine Institution—MAN (the Human Soul) 

 
God created the human soul and the human soul is made up of self-
consciousness, mentality, emotion, norms and standards, and volonté 
as the authority of the soul. We are concerned with the “volonté” which 
God has given us. Our decisions mean very little unless they are free 
will decisions. Therefore, we need some minimum of freedom and 
privacy in order to make meaningful free will decisions.  Part of the 
limitations of freedom includes the fact that we share this world with 
another 6 billion people, each of whom has his own will. The laws of 
divine establishment allow for our will to all operate in such a way that, 
we can choose for or against God, however abiding in the Human 

Rights which preserve the human race. These laws enable us to reprogram the mentality 
(MINDSET) in order to defeat the under-development. Note the example of China, which has 
allowed, in the past decade, changing of mindset by increasingly more freedom; and, as a 
result, that nation has begun to grow and prosper. The evil systems (satanic) attack the souls of 
the human kind and encourage the will of the soul to make wrong choices. Another of satan’s 
attacks is the tyrannical state where the government makes increasing decisions which are 
direct attacks upon the other divine institutions (man, work, marriage, family); such attacks as 
socio-injustice, high level of corruption, genocides, etc. 
 
The Second Divine Institution, Work 
 

From the creation (the Beginning), man was designed to work. 
God made man and placed him in the Garden of Eden to work 
(Gen. 2:8–10, 15). After man sinned, God gave Adam ground 
that was more difficult to work and He warned man that he would 
work hard in order to eat (Gen. 3:17b–19a). Although the earliest 
professions were farmer and rancher (Cain and Abel), early man 
quickly developed a number of vocations, builder (Gen. 4:17), 
metal-worker (Gen. 4:22), etc. At the very beginning, as far back 
as Gen. 4, man is closely associated with his vocation. Work is 
an integral part of man’s existence. When man/woman works 

hard, he will also receive personal satisfaction from his work. Eccles. 9:9 speaks of two things 
which are to bring enjoyment in life: a man’s right woman and his labor. Since this passage 
refers to him as “under the sun”, this refers to all human kind alike. Satan also attacks the divine 
institution of work with unfair business owners and various cases of high level corruption 
promoted by some governmental leaders. 

 
Man is born FREE! 

Picture: The Revolutionary 

Face 2015 / Burundi. 

             
The China-Africa deal… The 

picture:  Construction workers   
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The Third Divine Institution, Marriage 
 

Marriage, the third divine institution, mixes freedom, privacy, 
authority and responsibility (applied to all humanity). 
Marriage, a permanent relationship between man and woman, is 
ordained of God (Gen. 1:26-27, 2:18-25, 5:1-2). Marriage is the 
most basic and fundamental organization in the human race. 
Even the best killer, whose life is a total failure, can have great 
temporary happiness by marrying the right woman, (Eccl. 9:9).  
Under the authority of the Law (laws) of divine establishment, the 
right man-right woman relationship becomes the normal and 
legitimate expression of category. Marriage is to be held in honor 
among all, and the marriage bed is to be undefiled. Marriage is the 
basis for stability in society and for the formation of 
civilization. The laws of divine establishment are designed to 
protect freedom and to preserve the human race; marriage both 

protects and preserves the human race. Marriage is a relationship analogous to our relationship 
with God.  
 
Satan attacks the institution of marriage from within, to try to destroy it. He attacks the marriage 
unit with substitutes, usually attempting to exploit the sexual drive: illegal polygamy, sexual 
perversions, homosexuality, lesbianism, living together, etc. Homosexuality is one of the great 
attacks upon marriage in the time in which we live. Liberty without authority becomes 
anarchy and authority without liberty becomes tyranny. Liberty and authority must be 
balanced by the Law of divine establishment in order to protect human race.  
 
The Fourth Divine Institution—Family 
 
The family provides the framework for maintaining order within a society. Children are taught 

establishment and godly norms and standards, the clarity of 
absolute rights and wrongs, and authority orientation. Because 
we are born into this world as completely helpless, God has 
designed the family as the proper unit within which to raise a 
child and to protect the mother. Ideally speaking, this requires 
the child’s biological parents. There is certainly a place for the 
discipline of a child within the family (Prov. 23:13).  
The highest expression of parental love is to teach through the 
forms of discipline. (Prov.:13:24, 23:13). Children are all born 
with sin natures. Therefore, in order to introduce this child into 
society and we need for that child to behave responsibly—with 
respect for the will, privacy and property of others. From age 0 
on up to when the child leaves the home, the parent enforces 
specific decisions, teaching the child why such decisions are 

made; and gradually, these children are allowed to make their own decisions… Otherwise the 
nation suffers from insecurity, instability, and eventual loss of liberty. National disintegration 
begins in the family. Just as before, satan attacks the divine institution of the family with 
substitutes: single-mother households, gay-parent households, public education which attempts 
to undermine the authority of the home. Free Abortion is a result of a lack of natural affection, 
one indication that a society is on the decline. Few cases (such sicknesses) can allow 
abortion…depending by levels of faith! 

 
Marriage is between 

 man and woman! ... 

Picture: Lake Tanganyika-Bur. 

 
The Family, growing spiritual and 

raising up children… 

The picture: A Burundian Pastor and 

his beautiful family. 
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The Fifth Divine Institution—Nation (The Government)  
 

The divine institution of national governments helps to preserve the 
freedom of peoples of the earth. It is God’s plan for there to be many 
nations. Divine institutions balance will and authority. Rom.13:1–7 tells 
us the importance of the authority of the national entity (and other 
authorities within the entity): Let every person be subject to the governing 
authorities; for there is no authority except from God…For rulers are not 
a terror to good conduct, but to bad conduct…a revenger to execute 
wrath upon him that does evil… Here, there is an important condition: 

…the authorities must be a terror to bad conduct…and must punish the evil doers! ... 
 
What about if the authorities become the evil doers? What about if they teach “the race 
supremacy” like Hitler and plan to destroy the remaining “inferior races”? What about if the 
leaders plan genocides? Should we pray and wait until God comes down from heaven? One 
thousand times Nooo…! We are God’s representative (Ambassadors) on earth and we must 
take responsibility! That is why one can condemn the whole regional and international 
community which didn’t act against the genocide of Rwanda. All nations were (and are still) 
responsible to stop the genocide from DAY1 … regardless of AU or UN orders! 
    
When a government or political party encourages the people to disobey the Law of divine 
establishment based on the final 6 commandments of the Law of Moses, then we know that 
person or entity is wrong and they will lead the nation astray. God promises blessing to the 
nation which follows the laws of divine establishment for all nations (Read Lev.26:3-6). Similarly, 
there is great cursing for the nation which has turned away from God (Deut.28:30-50).  
 
There ought to be a common culture which reflects the morality, patriotism and integrity of a 
nation through its literature, art, music, and drama. There should be a system of government 
which functions without abusing its power to destroy freedom and socio-justice. There should be 
an administrative body to represent the functions of taxation, honorable jurisprudence, 
maintenance of the military, and enforcement of law and order without the destruction of human 
freedom. 
 

IV. PRINCIPLES OF FREEDOM 

The laws of divine establishment are based upon human and spiritual freedom, to be able to 
choose his religion without compromising the social order set by the authority! Freedom is both 
the privilege of the human race but Freedom must not lead to anarchy. That is why freedom is 
balanced by authority of the –Voted Constitution- another component of the Law of divine 
establishment.   
 
Quite obviously, if you do not depend upon the government to take care of you, then you must 
exercise some personal responsibility to take care of yourself. Freedom cannot exist without 
people taking responsibility for themselves. However, because “Freedom” requires authority, 
there must be some leadership, some set of rules, or some guidance to insure that the exercise 
of someone’s freedom does not clash upon another one’s personal exercise of freedom. 
Therefore, Freedom without authority is anarchy and authority without freedom is tyranny 
 
 
.  

 
Symbol for Justice!  
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V. WAR 
 

The Character of War 
  

War is a normal human 
activity, and all of the marches 
for peace in the world will not 
end war! There is a lot of war 
in the Torah, and the honoring 
of the soldier is found 
throughout Scripture. The 
greatest compliment that 
Jesus (Isa) paid to any 
individual was to a Roman 
soldier. Jesus did not rebuke 
the man for being a soldier; 
Jesus did not tell him, “I will 
heal your servant but to be 
perfect, you need to lay down 

your weapon, desert the Roman army, and follow me...” What Jesus said was (Matthew 8:10), “I 
have found no one in Israel with a greater faith [than this Roman soldier].”  

 
Some of the greatest men in the Bible were soldiers or men 
of war (Moses, Joshua, David...), and Muslims and 
Christians agree that, in the end of the World, Jesus 
(Joshua, Isa) will return and will kill so many enemies in the 
last war (Armageddon). No matter how you feel about war in 
general, the Torah presents it matter-of-factly. This is the 
view of the Torah, whether you like it or not:  Jesus (Joshua, 
Isa) will return at the end, and that will end warfare but prior 
to that war will be a part of human history (Rev. 19:11–21). 
 

The Righteous War 
 

Let’s say you are under an incredibly socio-
unjust and corrupted government and they 
want you to go to war, what do you do? Let’s 
say, your government is on the wrong side in 
a war, what do you do? Or your government 
begins the wholesale socio-injustice or the 
slaughter of its own citizens, what do you 
do? These are some very rare situations for 
the average believer! If you have believed in 
the Law of divine establishment, you know 
that you know, that you know in your heart, 

that your country (and its leaders) is completely wrong and the “Enemy” is completely right … 
then not only the Torah but also the human consciousness tells you what to do: Reject the 
Government and join the Enemy side! This is the concept of ADN/ABATABAZI and FNL, 
among others…a righteous war! 
 

 
The picture: Some incontestable African leaders…They all died…some of 

them killed! … If we use the average of their visions,  

Africa can be the richest continent… 

 
The picture: Ethiopians troops 

 in Korea, 1951. 

  
The New Burundian Revolutionary Movement  

(FNL,AND, FLP, etc.) : A Righteous cause !  
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Rahab was a woman of Jericho in the Bible who decided to support the enemy side because 
she got divine human and spiritual consciousness that it was the right choice. Later, she was 
the only one survivor (with her family) form the enemy attack (Joshua attack)…Check, in 
modern times, any war that supported rightly the laws of divine establishment had to win 
(Uganda, Rwanda, DRC/Zaire, Lybia, etc.)! Most people would understand that going to war 
after being attacked is justified. What about prevention? ... In the Old Testament (Torah), much 
of the time, God would guide Father Abraham to go to war against certain nations. Therefore, 
there is evidence in the Torah (Old Testament) as to what sort of wars we as a nation ought to 
be involved in. 
 

You recognize evil in some nations by 
whom they choose to ally themselves 
with. Talking about the history of Nazi 
Germany, we recognize that if Japan 
chose to ally themselves with Nazi 
Germany, then that revealed their true 
colors (no wonder, they were kamikaze. 
Now, you may think that this is unfair, 
and that we should not always identify 
the people with their leaders, as their 
leaders can be despots…Bad luck! God 
gives a people the leader they deserve 
or a leader who is appropriate for them. 
 
Think about the President Mobutu of 
former Zaire, where the majority of the 
population was involved (and may be 

still) in witchcraft and idolatry! Think the assassination of our African hero Patrice 
LUMUMBA then you can conclude that the war against Mobutu was Right! 

 
Understand…some examples of the Law of the divine 
establishment are the UN Charter or the Declaration of Human 
Rights by which preamble states that a people who is under 
oppression and tyranny from its leaders, will rebel unless the 
leaders change positively. This is a “Caesar” reality fact which 
must be given to “Caesar”! This means that armed revolutionary 
movements will always be created to win tyrannical and 
undemocratic governments. 
 
 In other words, the African wars against Idi Amin/Obote 
(Uganda), Mobutu (Zaire/DRC), Kaddafi (Lybia) and others were 
as righteous as the war against the Nazis. It is important to 
recognize that evil’s plans and deeds are not difficult to 
understand! When you see the Law of divine establishment being 
suppressed by immoral sexuality (prostitution, same sex marriage), 
idolatry (witchcraft), socio-injustice and a people being raised to 
hate another people, you know that evil is at work and has 

captured the hearts of much of the population where such things are taking place. 

  
The Picture: LUMUMBA facing Neocolonialism while 

MOBUTU (just behind) dreams power by any means…  

 
Zaire under the Dictator 

Mobutu: Tool of 

Neocolonialism 
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And when people reached a tipping point of degeneracy (red line), God uses war to restore 
discipline (check Syria case). This is one of the reasons we were given the Law of Moses, so 
that we are able to recognize the evil works in our contemporary world. In the actual democracy, 

balkanization is a decisive strategic instrument to discipline 
such a nation that has challenged the laws of divine 
establishment! Check the balkanization of former Russia 
(USSR) into independent countries and the former Yugoslavia 
divided into Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia, Macedonia, Kosovo, etc  
 
Balkanization is an instrument to discipline the people and 
their leaders! In fact, once Europeans understood that 
Yugoslavia, by its instability, was endanging whole 
socioeconomic system of Europe, the only remaining choice 
was to force division of Yugoslavia into different nations! What 
the Europeans understood (but Africans have not yet!) was that 
there is no such “country for country-men”, but there is 

“country for continent”!  
 
One of the biggest problems of DRC is the MAI MAI Myth! It is proved that these guys, fully 
believing (in) and using “black magic” have committed the worse DRC crimes against humanity, 
by “famously” slaughtering millions who are not from their race, having the worldly record of 
rapping women, killing children and eating their victims… A Solution must be found against such 
humanitarian crisis! 
 
As far as concern the Balkanization of DRC, which may be a better solution for Africa and the 
Congolese people; however, the Congolese people must decide themselves…! 
 
The Law of divine establishment (LDE) therefore allowed client nations to defeat and sometimes 
to destroy evil nations which had become dangerous cancers in this world (a client nation is a 
nation in which a significant portion of the people abide in the LDE). 
 

A nation which kills unjustly its own people and suppresses 
freedom is a cancerous state. Nations which promotes freedom, 
justice and socio-economy development are nations which are 
blessed. There are times in human history where those nations 
blessed will be called upon to defeat and even to destroy cancerous 
nations.  
 
This has been the case of Allies which destroyed the German of 

Hitler, the Irak of Saddam; case of Allies which destroyed the Zaire of Mobutu; and this will be 
the future cases where African client nations will be used to restore discipline in some 
cancerous nations such as Burundi and the neighborhoods…, if they don’t change! … It is 
neither about hatred nor love of power; it is about the destiny of humanity! … It is about the 
similar case where a cancerous leg must be cut of the body!  
 
Africans should know that the Europeans countries which are most “shouting” are the ones 
using (or fighting for) the wealth of DRC to develop Europe against the poverty of Africa (include 
DRC). Against such evil supported by some puppet African leaders, real African patriots must 
be ready to support any righteous war which will liberate Africa to freedom!  
 

 

Map: Former Yugoslavia; 

balkanized (disciplined) for the 

benefit of Europe! 

 
In the cancerous states of 

Africa:  “Shut up or die!”  
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War and Tactics in the Torah 
 
Evil is constantly at war against right people. Evil will distort sound doctrines of the Torah and 
will do everything possible to distort the human thinking and mindset. 
 

When we study the Torah, we find out that the borders of 
nations do change, and this is done by means of warfare, 
and that warfare is a part of man’s existence. We find out 
that many nations lose out because they become very 
evil. The Torah shows the expansion of the children of 
Abraham through warfare…aggressive and some 
defensive. 
 
The importance of having a strong military is found by the 
study of the Torah. War will be a part of world history 
pretty much each and every year.  
 
Because war is an integral part of human existence, so 
are tactics, and the Torah presents warfare tactics on 

several occasions. Leaders who study the Torah learn from what it teaches in this realm: wars 
in the Torah were not won by the majority against the minority, but were won by the right 
cause! War has been (and will always be) a divine tool to discipline nations that are not obeying 
the laws of divine establishment. 
 

VI. THE CONCEPT OF LEADERSHIP 

The Good Leadership 
 

Most people have little understanding of the importance of 
authority. If they are under authority, they buck it, and if they 
have authority, they abuse it. Some people acquire authority 
only so that they can abuse it. For example, they say: “If I 
get the job, I must rob quick before I am replaced…I 
must build a house quick in one year…I will pay 
everything that I work in the port, in the finances, in the 
Court,  then I can be rich easy…etc.  They have evil 
attitudes based on the wrong colonialist mindset!  
 
In order for you to exercise your own authority properly, you 
must have respect for authority. If you are unable to respect 

and appreciate the authority which is over you, then you will never understand the proper 
function of your own authority. The first authority over you is the authority of God! Leaders who 
abuse their authority are not qualified to be in a leadership position. Leadership means that you 
take responsibility for those whom you lead. Furthermore, leaders must have self-discipline, 
integrity and loyalty. A good leader must learn when to be inflexible and when to be flexible! 
Slackness such as Burundian is the worst enemy of leadership. Whatever organization you 
lead, it is your relationship with those under you which will fulfill the mission of the organization.  
 

 
War is not won by the majority against 

the minority, but by the right cause!  

 
High level of corruption  in Africa is 

promoted by: the armies and the polices … 
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A leader needs to be fair to those under your 
authority. People should not have a legitimate 
reason for thinking that such people are getting 
preferential treatment. However, this should not 
be done in some know-it-all, self-righteous 
way.  
 
There are a huge number of traits which a 
leader needs to develop: teachability and being 
able to teach; along with being in good physical 
conditioning, having poise, being courteous, 
and being able to listen. 
 

 
VII. CONCLUSIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Conclusions: 
 
In countries where the laws of divine establishment are not followed, the next will happened: 
 

1. Luck of freedom and daily cases of social injustice; 
2. Terrorism against the population (most of the political opposition); 
3. High level of corruption for the sake (benefit) of the power in place; 
4. Promotion of various forms of segregation (ethnical, political, etc.); 
5. Politicization of the Army and the Police for the sake of tyranny and oppression; 
6. Promotion of negative mindset to support neocolonialism against Africa; 

 
Against such nations, all patriots have the right to support the revolutionary movement to fight 
for the restoration of the laws of divine establishment. To not do so, equal to support evil 
works... A people which supports evil works must therefore face discipline include aggressive 
wars for military occupation! 
 
Recommendations:  
 

1. Reprogramming the African Mindset for socioeconomic development; 
2. Uniting of Africa against the Neocolonialism which is despoiling the Continent from its 

natural resources; 
3. Acting through UN against cancerous nations (people) which are crossing (or have 

crossed) the RED LINE such as (N) Koreans, Syrians, Burundians, Rwandans, etc.; 
4. Planning partnership of all revolutionary movements to destroy African cancerous States 

(one by one) for the sake of Humanity; 
     

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Picture: The Burundi Police in action … Land 

redistribution…Justice or Revenge against the Tutsis?!  
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Picture: The Author, writing from exile, Uganda. 
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